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Abstract-Today we are living in 21st century where 

computerization is accepting critical employment in 

human life. Home robotization grants us to control family 

machines like light, passage, fan, AC, etc. It moreover 

gives home security and emergency system to be started. 

Home mechanization implies diminish human 

undertakings just as essentialness capability and 

proficient. The crucial objective of home robotization and 

security is to help crippled and old developed people 

which will engage them to control home mechanical 

assemblies and caution them in fundamental conditions 
 

This paper put propels the arrangement of home 

mechanization and security structure using Android ADK. 

The structure relies upon a free embedded system board 

Android ADK(Accessory Development Kit) at home. 

Home devices are related with the ADK and 

correspondence is developed between the ADK and 

Android wireless or tablet. The home mechanical 

assemblies are related with the data/yield ports of the 

introduced system board and their status is passed to the 

ADK. We would develop an approval to the system for 

endorsed individual to get the chance to home devices. The 

contraption effortlessly and versatile to less change 

profoundly is a great deal of critical. It presents the 

arrangement and utilization of robotization structure that 

can screen and control home mechanical assemblies 

through android phone or tablet.  
Keywords: Home Automation and Security, Arduino, 

Inserted Systems, Android ADK, Android telephone, Tablet 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Home mechanization is robotization of the home, 

housework or nuclear family activity. Home automation may 
join concentrated control of lighting, HVAC (warming, 
ventilation and cooling), mechanical assemblies, and various 
structures, to give improved settlement, comfort, 
essentialness capability and security. Home automation has 
been around for a long time and things have been accessible 
for an extensive period of time, anyway no one course of 
action has broken through to the norm yet. Home 
computerization for the more established and injured can 
give extended individual satisfaction to people who may 
somehow require parental figures or institutional thought. It 
can in like manner give a remote interface to home machines 
or the automation structure itself, by methods for telephone 
line, remote transmission or the web, to give control and 

 
checking by methods for a propelled cell phone or web 

program. This paper will depict the technique which we are 
executing to control distinctive home machines with Android 
propelled cell phone. 

 
II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
As indicated by our audit starting at now there exists no 

structure at more affordable rates. Various systems are hard to 
present, hard to use and keep up. Current systems are regularly 
selective and closed, not genuinely customizable by the end 
customer. 

 
N. Sriskanthan [1] explained the model for home 

robotization using bluetooth by methods for PC. Nevertheless, 
unfortunately the structure needs to support convenient 
development.  

Muhammad Izhar Ramli [2] arranged a model electrical 
device control system using Web. They moreover set the 
server with auto restart if the server condition is at present 
down. 

 
Al-Ali and Al-Rousan [3] presented a structure and 

utilization of a Java-based robotization system through World 
Wide Web. It had a free embedded structure board fused into a 
PC-based server at home. 

 
Pradeep G [4] proposed home automation system by using 

Bluetooth which extras bundle of force and time using 
instrument to save the preloaded list by not making it to game 
plan affiliation all when required. 

 
Hasan [5] has developed a telephone and PIC remote 

controlled contraption for controlling the devices pin check 
estimation has been given where it was interface arrange yet 
not remote correspondence. 

 
Amul Jadhav [6] developed an application in a general 

XML plan which can be adequately ported to some other 

phones as opposed to concentrating on a singular stage. 

Jitendra R. [7] showed that with the ZigBee 
mastermind how to take out the unpredictability of wiring in 
case of wired robotization. There is in like manner noteworthy 
proportion of force saving possible, working degree is more 
than Bluetooth. 

 
R.Piyare [8] have introduced plan and utilization of a 

straightforwardness, versatile and remote response for the 
home mechanization. 

 
Google and Microsoft have as of late entered the 

home automation area. At 2011 I/O meeting, [9] Google 
reported Android@Home. Google's first standard for Android 
gadgets to speak with outside equipment. The Android Open 
Accessory Standard and the Accessory Development Kit 
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(ADK) is the key for speaking with equipment and building 
outside embellishments for Android gadgets. Android powers 
a huge number of cell phones in excess of 190 nations around 
the globe. [10] It's the biggest introduced base of any portable 
stage and developing quick consistently another million 
clients. Microsoft is also dealing with a task called HomeOS,  
[11] a working framework for the home. status of a specific 
gadget. In the event that client wishes, he can empower or 
impair planned gadget.  

The framework is sufficiently brilliant to enact caution 
when smoke is identified or it is customized to auto on/off 
lights during late night hours. On the off chance that room 
temperature goes high or low it can naturally change fan/AC 
according to the temperature. It has voice route which is 
explicitly helpful to daze individuals. 

 
 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

A. Android  
For this home automation and security framework we are 

focusing on Android stage since it has tremendous market and 

open source. Android is an item stack for phones that 

consolidates a working structure, middleware and key 

applications. The Android OS depends on Linux. Android 

Applications are made in a Java-like language running on a 

virtual machine called 'Dalvik' made by Google. The Android 

SDK gives the instruments and APIs important to start creating 

applications on the Android stage utilizing the Java 

programming language. Extra mode is a component of Android 

OS since variant 2.3.4 Gingerbread and 3.1 Honeycomb or 

more. 
 

B. Software Design  
As examined before we are creating Android application. 

The application comprises of fundamental capacity like Light 
controlling, Door controlling, Smoke discovery and 
Temperature detecting. At the point when the application 
begins client is first validated, if client is approved he will be 
explored to principle screen. The primary screen has a 
rundown of all capacities among which client can choose any 
one capacity which he need to control. In the wake of 
choosing a. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1Home robotization framework square graph by R. Piyare[8] 

 

C. Android ADK  
ADK represents Accessory Development Kit. Android frill 

is a physical adornment that can be joined to your Android 
gadget. [12] These specific gadgets perform explicit activities. 
For USB accomplices to be bolstered on a specific gadget, 
there must be support for the adornment mode, an uncommon 
methods for associating over the USB port. This permits 
information move among gadgets and outer peripherals.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Block Diagram of Home Automation and Security System using Android  
ADK 

 

 

The Android Open Accessory Development Kit (ADK) is a 
reference usage of an Android Open Accessory, in view of the 
Arduino [15] open source gadgets prototyping stage. The 
adornment's equipment configuration records are given as a 
feature of the pack to help equipment developers begin 
assembling their own frill.  

The Arduino ADK [15] is a microcontroller board dependent on 

the ATmega2560. It has a USB have interface to associate with 

gadget to associate with the Arduino which we will later actualize as 

an Android USB frill. The ADK board gives information and yield 

sticks that you can actualize using connections called "shields." 

With an Android gadget and the 'Mega ADK', you can utilize 

whatever sensors and actuators you require to make your own 

adornments. This may incorporate a LED yields, and temperature 

and light sensors. 

D. Android Open Accessory Protocol 
 

Android Open Accessory [13] bolster grants external USB gear 
(an Android USB associate) to interface with an Android-
controlled device in a remarkable additional mode. Exactly 
when an Android-energized contraption is in frivolity mode, 
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the related extra goes about as the USB have (powers the vehicle 
and records devices) and the Android-controlled device acts in 
the USB embellishment work. Android Open Accessory 
Protocol, [14] grants to recognize Android-controlled 
contraptions that help ornament mode. Frivolity mode is finally 
dependent on the contraption's gear and not all devices reinforce 
ornament mode  
3.1 (API Level 12) and higher, and upheld through an 
Add-On Library in Android 2.3.4 (API Level 10) and 
higher. Android 4.1 and higher has support for sound yield 
over a USB affiliation or Bluetooth An Android USB 
decoration must adhere to Android Accessory Protocol, 
which describes how a frivolity recognizes and sets up 
correspondence with an Android-controlled device. [14] 
overall, a decoration ought to do the going with propels: 

 
1. Hang  tight  for  and  recognize  associated  gadgets 
2. Determine the gadget's embellishment mode support 

 

 
3.Attempt to begin the gadget in adornment mode if 
necessary 

 
4.Establish correspondence with the gadget on the off 
chance that it underpins the Android frill convention. 

 
The Android Open Accessory Protocol 2.0 [16] includes two 
new highlights: sound yield (from the Android gadget to the 
adornment) and backing for the frill going about as at least 
one Human Interface Devices (HID) to the Android devicel. 

 
IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Android Device - It is the gadget through which application 
associates with sensors. 

 

 
USB Connector - It is the equipment port in the pack through 
which the USB gadget is joined to the implanted unit. 

 

 

Android Accessory Development Kit(ADK) - ADK permits 
 

 
Android Phone to go about as USB Device where as the 
"Arduino-Mega2560 ADK" will go about as USB Host. This 
permits correspondence between Android Powered Devices 
(like telephone, tablet) and outer Hardware like modern 
controls. 

 
Embedded Device - It comprises of individual installed packs 
alongside particular sensors.  

V. APPLICATIONS 
 

Following are the utilizations of Home Automation and 
Security System 

 
• Medical alert / teleassistance.  

• Precise and safe blind control.  

• Detection of fire, gas leaks and water leaks. 
 

• Smoke identifier can identify a fire or smoke condition, 
making all lights in the house flicker to make any 
individual of the house aware of the conceivable crisis.  

• The framework can call the property holder on their cell 
phone to caution them, or call the local group of fire-
fighters or alert checking organization.In terms of 

lighting control, it is conceivable to spare vitality when 
long periods of squandered vitality in both private and 
business applications via auto on/off light at evening time 
in all significant city places of business, state after 10pm.  

• Control and mix of security frameworks and furthermore 
the potential for focal locking of all edge entryways and 
windows.  

• Security cameras can be controlled, permitting the client to 
watch movement around a house or business directly from 
a Monitor or contact board.  

• Security frameworks can incorporate movement sensors 
that will distinguish any sort of unapproved development 
and inform the client through the security framework or by 
means of phone.  

• An radio framework permits correspondence by means of a 
receiver and uproarious speaker between numerous rooms. 

 

VI FUTURE WORK 

 

Taking a gander at the present circumstance we can 

fabricate cross stage framework that can be sent on 

different stages like iOS, Windows. Impediment to 

control just a few gadgets can be expelled by broadening 

robotization of all other home apparatuses. Surveillance 

cameras can be controlled, permitting the client to watch 

action around a house or business. Security frameworks 

can incorporate movement sensors that will distinguish 

any sort of unapproved development and tell the client. 

Extent of this undertaking can be extended to numerous 

regions by not confining to just home. It will be 

adaptable to help different wired just as remote 

innovations like Bluetooth, Zigbee, Wi-Fi, World Wide 

Web. 

 

VII CONCLUSION 
 

This is a progressing venture. Our prime goal is to help 

debilitated/old matured individuals. This paper gives 

essential thought of how to control different home 

machines and give a security utilizing Android 

telephone/tab. This venture depends on Android and 

Arduino stage the two of which are FOSS(Free Open 

Source Software). So the general execution cost is 

exceptionally modest and it is reasonable by a typical 

individual. Taking a gander at the present situation we 

have picked Android stage with the goal that the vast 

majority of the individuals can get advantage. 
 

The plan comprises of Android telephone with home 

mechanization application, Arduino Mega ADK. Client 

can collaborate with the android telephone and impart 

control sign to the Arduino ADK which thus will control 

other inserted gadgets/sensors. We have talked about a 

straightforward model in this paper yet in future it tends 

to be extended to numerous different territories. 
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